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If A and B are non-empty sets of positive integers, of asymptotic densities a, ß, respectively; and if furthermore (1) a + ßSh
a = ß, then for the asymptotic density y of the sum set C = A+B (consisting of the integers of A, B, and the sums a+b, a(E.A, bSB) we have (4) 7 ä a + ß/2.
More precisely, at least one of the sets (5) {a+b}, {o,a+l} a^A,b^B must have asymptotic density greater than or equal to a+ß/2.
Due to the asymmetry introduced by the hypothesis (2), the above theorem leaves open the case where ß >ct. Actually, the entire theorem as it stands holds without hypothesis (3). This results from the fact that Erdös' proof of the theorem given in [l ] uses only the condition a>ß/2.
In the contrary case, 2a=/3, if we let ai be any fixed integer of A, the set {ö+cti}, b^B, has asymptotic density ß~\ta+ß/2; and the theorem follows.
In this note it is proposed to give (using only hypotheses (1) and (2)) a short proof of (4) which does not however yield the more precise information concerning the sets of (5). This proof is based upon the (a, ß) hypothesis for Schnirelman density, proved in [2] , [3] .
If either a or ß equals 0, (4) follows trivially. Hence we may assume that both a and ß are not 0. Since a is the asymptotic density of A, given any e, a>e>0, we can find a largest integer m such that We then have for x>0,
so that the Schnirelman density of the set A, is not less than a -e.
In particular, then, lG-<4€, whence m + l(EA. Next, letting j< = the number of a,-+&j-= x such that o,-+fty+l G {ö<+&;}, we consider two cases: Case 1. v^(ß/2)x. Then the number of {a.+iy} less than or equal to x is greater than or equal to (ct+ß/2 -2e)x-(m+Z+1). If ai+JJ-+l^{ci+6y}I then a<+&yG^ (since 1G73). Hence in this case the set {a,-, a,-+£>y} contains (for large ac) more than (a-\-ß/2 -e)x integers less than or equal to x. Thus in any case we obtain that for x large enough the number of integers not greater than x in the set {a,-, a.+i,} is greater than (a+ß/2-2e)x-(m+l+1), which suffices to establish (4). Let A be a set of distinct non-negative integers, and A (n) the number of positive integers not greater than n in A. Then the Schnirelmann density a of A, referred to below simply as density, is defined as Erdös and Niven [2] state that (1) is "a best possible result" without giving details. It is shown below that, under the above conditions, and for any pair (a, ß), there exist sets for which the equality sign holds in (1). 1 Atomic Energy Commission pre-doctoral fellow. s Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
